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Abstract

In this follow-up to our report “Ensemble Analysis for 2021 State Legislative Redistricting

in Colorado” of September 26, 2021, we compare the Final Approved Plans adopted by the

Colorado Independent Legislative Redistricting Commission, along with some of the other final

district plans that were under consideration, to our ensembles of plans.

1 Introduction

In our report “Ensemble Analysis for 2021 State Legislative Redistricting in Colorado,” posted on

September 26, 2021 [1], we used ensemble analysis to establish a baseline context for what might

reasonably be expected for State Legislative redistricting plans regarding minority population,

competitive districts, and partisan seat share. That report also included a comparison of the First

and Second Staff Plans for the State Senate and State House to our ensembles with respect to these

measures.

In this follow-up report, we compare the Final Approved Plans adopted by the Colorado Inde-

pendent Legislative Redistricting Commission on October 11 & 12, 2021, along with some of the

other final district plans that were under consideration, to our ensembles. We refer the reader

to Sections 1-3, Section 5, and the Appendix of our prior report for background information on

ensemble analysis and the results of our analysis for State Legislative redistricting in Colorado

regarding typical ranges for the statistics mentioned above.

In [1], we considered results from three different ensembles for each chamber, referred to there

as “county-neutral,” “county-aware,” and “tailored county-aware.” The statistics for all three

∗The first author was partially supported by a Collaboration Grant for Mathematicians from the Simons

Foundation.
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ensembles were fairly similar, and in order to keep the exposition here as straightforward as possible,

we will restrict our attention to the tailored county-aware ensembles for each chamber. These

ensembles were designed to satisfy the following constraints, at the request of the Commission:

• Districts must have approximately equal population, with no more than 5% deviation between

the most and least populous districts in any plan.

• Districts must be contiguous and relatively compact.

• County splits should be minimized, subject to the equal population constraint.

• Counties with population less than 10,000 should never be split.

• Four specific communities of interest identified by the Commission in Northeastern Colorado,

Southwestern Colorado, the San Luis Valley, and the Roaring Fork Valley should never be

split.

As in our prior report, we wish to reiterate that the Final Approved Plans are absolutely not

expected to be at or near the mean values for our ensembles with respect to all the

measures that we have computed. Even if a plan were drawn entirely randomly, about half of

its computed values would be expected to lie outside the middle 50% range for the ensemble.

Furthermore, the Commission and nonpartisan staff were not charged with drawing a completely

average plan, but rather with fulfilling Constitutional requirements dictating that they attempt

to preserve communities of interest and attempt to maximize the number of competitive districts.

The comparisons given here between the Final Approved Plans and our ensembles are intended

only to provide context which may be used as just one of many measures to evaluate the Final

Approved Plans.

2 Comparison of Final Approved Plan for State Senate to ensem-

bles

At the request of the Commission, in this section we will compare the Final Approved Plan for

the State Senate (a.k.a. SA.015.Greenidge) to our ensemble, and also to the following groupings of

plans that were considered by the Commission during their final deliberations:

1. Group 1: Final Approved Plan and Third Staff Plan for State Senate

2. Group 2: Final Approved Plan, SP.009.Barnett, SA.010.Barnett

Statistical data for these plans may be found at the nonpartisan Colorado Independent Redistricting

Commissions website at https://redistricting.colorado.gov/content/2021-redistricting-maps.
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2.1 Minority representation

In Figures 1 and 2, we add the values for the final plans to the box plots from Figures 2 and 3

of [1] for the Senate districts for Hispanic voting age population and Non-White voting age popu-

lation, respectively, showing only the 20 districts with the highest minority voting age population

percentages in each case.1

Figure 1: Hispanic voting age percentage by district for ensembles and final plans for State Senate

We do not see any extreme outliers with respect to either Hispanic or Non-White voting age

1Statistics for voting age population were computed using 2020 PL94-171 Census population data for redistricting.
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Figure 2: Non-White voting age percentage by district for ensembles and final plans for State

Senate

populations.

• All the plans shown here have 2 Senate districts with Hispanic voting age population above

40% (except for the SA.010.Barnett plan, which has 1 such district), and a total of 7 Senate

districts with Hispanic voting age population above 30%.

• All the plans shown here have 2 Senate districts with Non-White voting age population above

50%, a total of 4 Senate districts with Non-White voting age population above 40%, and a
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total of 11 Senate districts with Non-White voting age population about 30%.

2.2 Competitive districts

In Figure 3, we have added the values for the districts in the final plans for the number of competitive

districts (as defined by an 8.5% vote band around the 50% mark for the composite election2) to the

histogram for the tailored county-aware ensemble from Figure 4 in [1] (shown here in green instead

of purple as it was there).

Figure 3: Numbers of competitive seats for ensembles and final plans for State Senate

The Final Approved Plan and the Third Staff Plan each contain 11 competitive districts, which

is significantly above the ensemble mean of 8.99 competitive districts. The SP.009.Barnett and

SA.010.Barnett plans contain 13 and 12 competitive districts, respectively. Since Amendment Z

directs the Commission to maximize the number of competitive districts after meeting all other

requirements, none of these values raise any concerns; rather, they provide evidence that the Com-

mission attempted to maximize competitive districts in line with the constitutional requirement.

For additional perspective on these numbers, in Figure 4 we have added the values for the districts

in the final plans to the box plots for the Democratic vote share for the composite election from

Figure 5 in [1]. In Figure 5, we have zoomed in on the districts in the range from the 9th most

Republican to the 13th most Democratic districts, as these are the districts with the potential to

be competitive.

Here we can see clearly that the 11 districts numbered 10 through 20 are the ones that are

competitive in all the plans shown here. Additionally, the district numbered 21 is competitive

in the SA.010.Barnett and SP.009 Barnett plans, and the district numbered 22 is competitive in

the SP.009 Barnett plan. (Note that these district numberings refer to the positions of districts in

2The composite election was obtained by averaging partisan outcomes for the 8 statewide elections between 2016

and 2020 specified by the Commission; see [1] for more details.
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Figure 4: Democratic vote shares by district for ensembles and final plans for State Senate, with

competitiveness vote band (all districts)

a list sorted by increasing Democratic vote share, and not to their official district numbers.)

These plots also indicate that very few, if any, plans with competitive districts outside of this range

were seen in our ensemble.
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Figure 5: Democratic vote shares by district for ensembles and final plans for State Senate, with

competitiveness vote band (potentially competitive districts)

2.3 Partisan seat share

Finally, we compare the final plans to our ensemble regarding partisan seat share. In Figure 6, we

have added the values for the districts in the final plans for the number of Democratic seats in the

composite election to the histogram for the tailored county-aware ensemble from Figure 6 in [1]

(shown here in green instead of purple as it was there).

All the plans shown here produce 22 Democratic seats, which is slightly above the ensemble mean
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Figure 6: Numbers of Democratic seats won for ensembles and final plans for State Senate

of 20.35 Democratic seats, but still well within the range of reasonable outcomes. Moreover, as

we can see from Figure 5, the bottom 2 Democratic seats (the districts numbered 14 and 15) are

extremely competitive in all of these plans, with Democratic vote shares very close to 50%. So these

seats might reasonably be viewed as “toss-up” seats rather than either Democratic or Republican.

In order to explore this idea of “toss-up seats” further, we considered the range of partisan outcomes

for the 8 statewide elections included in the composite election. Statewide Democratic vote shares

for these elections ranged from 52.7% (President 2016) to 55.2% (Governor 2018), with an average

for the composite election of 54.0%. This means that across these 8 elections, Democratic vote

shares for the average district ranged from 1.3% below to 1.2% above the figure reported for the

composite election. In particular, a typical district with reported Democratic vote share between

48.7% and 51.2% probably experienced majority votes for both parties at some point during these

8 elections.

With this in mind, we decided to explore an alternative classification of district-based partisan

outcomes into three categories based on a 3% vote band about 50%:

1. Democratic: Democratic vote share of 51.5% or more;

2. Republican: Democratic vote share of 48.5% or less;

3. Toss-up: Democratic vote share between 48.5% and 51.5%.

The histograms in Figure 7 describe what percentage of plans in each ensemble fall into each of

these three categories, with the values for the final plans included for comparison.

These pictures tell an interesting story: From this perspective, all these plans are within one seat

of the ensemble mean of 18.78 Democratic seats, while they display more variety regarding the

trade-off between Republican and Toss-Up seats. In particular, the Final Approved Plan has only

10 Republican seats, which is well below the ensemble mean of 13.02 Republican seats, and it has
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Figure 7: Numbers of Democratic, Republican, and Toss-up seats in ensemble and final plans for

State Senate

6 Toss-Up seats, which is well above the ensemble mean of 3.20 Toss-Up seats.

3 Comparison of Final Approved Plan for State House to ensem-

bles

At the request of the Commission, in this section we will compare the Final Approved Plan for the

State House (a.k.a. HA.013.Barry) to our ensemble, and also to the following groupings of plans

that were considered by the Commission during their final deliberations:

1. Group 1: Final Approved Plan and Third Staff Plan for State House

2. Group 2: Final Approved Plan, HP.008.Kottwitz, HA.009.Perez, HA.011.Kottwitz

Statistical data for these plans may be found at the nonpartisan Colorado Independent Redistricting

Commissions website at https://redistricting.colorado.gov/content/2021-redistricting-maps.

3.1 Minority representation

In Figures 8 and 9, we add the values for the final plans to the box plots from Figures 14

and 15 of [1] for the House districts for Hispanic voting age population and Non-White voting

age population, respectively, showing only the 25 districts with the highest minority voting age

population percentages in each case.3

3Statistics for voting age population were computed using 2020 PL94-171 Census population data for redistricting.
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Figure 8: Hispanic voting age percentage by district for ensembles and final plans for State House

We do not see any extreme outliers with respect to either Hispanic or Non-White voting age

populations.

• All the plans shown here have 7 House districts with Hispanic voting age population above

40%, except for the HP.008.Kottwitz plan, which has 6 such districts. However, the

HP.008.Kottwitz plan also has 1 House district with Hispanic voting age population above

50%; it is the only plan shown here with a majority Hispanic voting age House district, even

though such plans were relatively common in our ensemble.
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Figure 9: Non-White voting age percentage by district for ensembles and final plans for State House

• All the plans shown here have a total of 13 House districts with Hispanic voting age population

above 30%, except for the HP.008.Kottwitz plan, which has 12 such districts.

• All the plans shown here have 1 House district with Non-White voting age population above

70%, a total of 2 House districts with Non-White voting age population above 60%, a

total of 3 House districts with Non-White voting age population above 50% (except for the

HP.008.Kottwitz plan, which has 4 such districts), and a total of 10 House districts with

Non-White voting age population above 40% (except for the HP.008.Kottwitz plan, which
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has 9 such districts).

• All the plans shown here have a total of 23 House districts with Non-White voting age

population above 30% (except for the Third Staff plan, which has 22 such districts).

3.2 Competitive districts

In Figure 10, we have added the values for the districts in the final plans for the number of

competitive districts (as defined by an 8.5% vote band around the 50% mark for the composite

election4 ) to the histogram for the tailored county-aware ensemble from Figure 16 in [1] (shown

here in green instead of purple as it was there).

Figure 10: Numbers of competitive seats for ensembles and final plans for State House

The Final Approved Plan and the HA.011.Kottwitz plan each contain 16 competitive districts,

which is significantly above the ensemble mean of 13.63 competitive districts. The Third Staff Plan

contains only 10 competitive districts, which is well below the ensemble mean. The HA.009 Perez

plan contains 14 competitive districts, which is as close as possible to the ensemble mean, while

the HP.008.Kottwitz plan is an extreme outlier, with 20 competitive districts.

The only plan in this group that might raise significant concerns about competitiveness is the

Third Staff Plan. Additionally, since Amendment Z directs the Commission to maximize the

number of competitive districts after meeting all other requirements, one might question whether

the HA.009.Perez plan went as far as it could have to maximize the number of competitive districts.

The other plans—and the Final Approved Plan in particular—are far enough above the ensemble

mean to provide evidence that the Commission attempted to maximize competitive districts in line

with the constitutional requirement.

For additional perspective on these numbers, in Figure 11 we have added the values for the districts

4The composite election was obtained by averaging partisan outcomes for the 8 statewide elections between 2016

and 2020 specified by the Commission; see [1] for more details.
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in the final plans to the box plots for the Democratic vote share for the composite election from

Figure 17 in [1]. In Figure 12, we have zoomed in on the districts in the range from the 18th most

Republican to the 27th most Democratic districts, as these are the districts with the potential to

be competitive.

Figure 11: Democratic vote shares by district for ensembles and final plans for State House, with

competitiveness vote band (all districts)

Here we can see that:

• In the Third Staff Plan, the districts numbered from 22 to 31 are competitive.
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Figure 12: Democratic vote shares by district for ensembles and final plans for State House, with

competitiveness vote band (potentially competitive districts)

• In the HA.009.Perez plan, the districts numbered from 21 through 34 are competitive.

• In the Final Approved Plan and the HA.011.Kottwitz plan, the districts numbered from 20

through 35 are competitive.

• In the HP.008.Kottwitz plan, the districts numbered from 19 through 38 are competitive.

(Note that these district numberings refer to the positions of districts in a list sorted by increasing
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Democratic vote share, and not to their official district numbers.)

In general, the plans that achieved more competitive districts did so by bringing more districts on

both ends of the partisan spectrum into the competitive range.

These plots also indicate that very few, if any, plans with competitive districts outside of this range

were seen in our ensemble. Indeed, the competitiveness of the 38th district in the HP.008.Kottwitz

plan makes this district an extreme outlier for that plan.

3.3 Partisan seat share

Finally, we compare the final plans to our ensemble regarding partisan seat share. In Figure 13,

we have added the values for the districts in the final plans for the number of Democratic seats in

the composite election to the histogram for the tailored county-aware ensemble from Figure 18 in

[1] (shown here in green instead of purple as it was there).

Figure 13: Numbers of Democratic seats won for ensembles and final plans for State House

All the plans shown here produce 42 Democratic seats, except for the HP.008.Kottwitz plan, which

produces 41 Democratic seats. These numbers are well above the ensemble mean of 38.39. The

difference in seat share between the HP.008.Kottwitz plan and the other plans can be seen in Figure

12 in the district numbered 24, where the HP.008.Kottwitz plan has Democratic vote share below

50% and the other plans have Democratic vote shares just barely above 50%.

Moreover, as we can see from Figure 12, all the plans are well above the ensemble means for the

districts numbered 24 through 27; these are precisely the districts creating the discrepancy in seat

share between these plans and our ensemble. The districts numbered 24 and 25 are extremely

competitive in all of these plans, with Democratic vote shares very close to 50%. So these seats

might reasonably be viewed as “toss-up” seats rather than either Democratic or Republican.

In order to explore this idea of “toss-up seats” further, we considered the range of partisan outcomes

for the 8 statewide elections included in the composite election. Statewide Democratic vote shares
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for these elections ranged from 52.7% (President 2016) to 55.2% (Governor 2018), with an average

for the composite election of 54.0%. This means that across these 8 elections, Democratic vote

shares for the average district ranged from 1.3% below to 1.2% above the figure reported for the

composite election. In particular, a typical district with reported Democratic vote share between

48.7% and 51.2% probably experienced majority votes for both parties at some point during these

8 elections.

With this in mind, we decided to explore an alternative classification of district-based partisan

outcomes into three categories based on a 3% vote band about 50%:

1. Democratic: Democratic vote share of 51.5% or more;

2. Republican: Democratic vote share of 48.5% or less;

3. Toss-up: Democratic vote share between 48.5% and 51.5%.

The histograms in Figure 14 describe what percentage of plans in each ensemble fall into each of

these three categories, with the values for the final plans included for comparison.

Figure 14: Numbers of Democratic, Republican, and Toss-up seats in ensemble and final plans for

State House

These plots provide an alternate perspective on the apparently extreme Democratic skew seen

in Figure 13. More majority-Democratic than majority-Republican seats fall into the Toss-Up

category, with the result that most of these plans, including the Final Approved Plan, are only

half a seat above the ensemble mean of 35.47 Democratic seats, and none of them appear to be

extreme outliers for the number of Democratic seats. There is some variety between plans regarding

the trade-off between Republican and Toss-Up seats; in particular, the Final Approved Plan has
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only 21 Republican seats, which is well below the ensemble mean of 24.52 Republican seats, and

it has 8 Toss-Up seats, which is well above the ensemble mean of 5.01 Toss-Up seats. The main

distinction between, on the one hand, the Final Approved Plan and the HA.011.Kottwitz plan with

21 Republican and 8 Toss-Up seats each, and on the other hand, the HP.008.Kottwitz plan and the

HA.009.Perez plan with 22 Republican and 6 or 7 Toss-up seats each, can be seen in the district

numbered 22 in Figure 12, where the Final Approved Plan and the HA.011.Kottwitz plan are close

enough to the 50% mark to fall within the Toss-Up category, while the HP.008.Kottwitz plan and

the HA.009.Perez plan are not.

4 Conclusions

The Commission and the nonpartisan staff have clearly put much thought and effort into the design

of a wide variety of plans for both the Senate and the House, and into their selection of the Final

Approved Plans for both chambers. Once again, we want to emphasize that our computer-generated

ensembles of plans cannot possibly take into account the myriad of considerations that went into

the construction of these plans, and some deviations from the ranges most commonly seen in our

ensembles are to be expected.

Perhaps most significantly, we were not able to incorporate constraints into our ensembles to

minimize the splitting of municipalities or other communities of interest beyond the four specific

communities mentioned in Section 1 above. This is the most likely explanation for these plans’

deviation from our ensemble means regarding partisan seat share, particularly for the House where

districts are small and keeping communities of interest together may have a significant impact on

partisan outcomes. The fact that all the plans studied here displayed the same seat share outcomes

to within a 1 seat margin further suggests that the discrepancy is the result of some important

factor or factors having been omitted from our ensemble design, rather than of any particular bias

on the part of the map drawers.

In conclusion, our analysis does not indicate any evidence of inappropriate bias with regard to

minority population, competitiveness, or partisan seat share in the design of the Final Approved

Plans for either the State Senate or State House.
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